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• ELEPHArT, HOST ADAPTIVE
A1.71::AL, ORIGINATED IN EGYPT

(By Science Service)
Washington, April 26. - The 'elephant, who, next to n-an is themost adaptive animal that nature has produced, had its cradle in the LandOf the Nile, declared Dr. Henry Fa.irfield Osborn, head of the American1.1usuem of l'atural History of New York in an address before the Natior;11Academy of Sciences hero this afternoon.

The earliest ancestors of the elephant family known at presentto science: are found as fossil skeletons in an ancient river bed in Egypt,aeceit c,ne hundred miles south of Cairo. In 1900 Professor Osborn predictedtl'at the ancestors of the elephants might be found in northern Africa ardin 1907 they were first actually discovered by British geologists attachedto the Geological Survey of Egypt. It new appears that the.remains thenfound are those of an ancestor of one of the two in groups into which theenaopha.nt family is divided by the naturalists -- the group of the rastcdons.,ihe other group is that of the true elephants and the two groups are quiteClIstinct in fai-dly history. The chief mark of difference relied upon byexperts to distinguish the two groups is the form of the teeth, though therere many other differences in form and habit between the various branches ofthe two reat Tiroups."

The earliest ancestors of the true elephant group are still un-known. Professor Osborn suggests that their original home may have been in4110 re7ions of central and northern Asia still unexplored by the palcon-telosist. Like the families of the horses, the rhinoeroses and of man him-self, the elephant family can be traced back to the period called the Eocene;a period rather recent as geologic ages go but still many millions of years
à  760 In this period the group of the nastodons and the group of the trueelephants split off from the common ancestor which we suppose there to havetlad and from each other. Then began also the divisions of the mastodongroup and of the elephant group into the different sub-groups which have
°cell discovered as fossils or as surviving animals. Professor Osborn tracesnine oain branches; five of the mastodon stock and four of the stock of thetrue elephants.

Two at least of those sub-groups of mastodons were already in cx-ista.nce at the time of the earliest known mastodon fossils, those fro: i thegyptian locality noted. Recent studies by the Japanese palcontolopist,iatstaaoto of material brought back fror.-, Er;pt by Professor Osbern have dis-closed another early mastodon typo, distinct from that reported by the Egyp-tian geologists and wh..ch proves to have been ancestor of a second line ofmastodons. This second family migrated into and across Asia and into NorthAmerica by way of Behring Straits. They 7,ave rise to the long-pnd mastcdonsWhich have been found in forest form in Florida, Texas and elsewhere in the
United States,



The nar 100-inch telescope of the Ltount Wilson observatory has
added several hundred million stars to those previously known.

gas
The deepest boring in the world is a well drilled in search of

or oil near Fairmont, Taa., to a depth of 7,579 feet.

The time signals sent out by telegraph from the Naval Observatory
are seldom in error by as much as two-tenths of a second, while the average
error is less than five-hundredths of a second.

In photographin:, stars through the telescope, exposures of four
or five hours arc canmon, while in photographing a nebula the exposure
sometimes extends to ton hours or more.

The inventor of the marine chronorleter, John Harrison, received
a reward of-E20,000 from the British Government for his invention.

Some of thp best hour-glasses contain powdered egg-shell in
place of sand.

It would take more than two billion earths placed side by side
to form a continuous spherical shell around the sun at a distance equal to
the earth's distance.

The solar energy received by an area of 250 acres of tropical
desert in the middle of a summer day amounts to about a million horse-
power; more than enough to supply all the heat and power used by a great
City.

How high did Major Schroeder rise in his aeroplane when he broke
the world's altitude record Feb. 27, 1920? Various altitudes, differing by
thousands of feet, have been published. The one finally accepted by the
International Aeronautical Federation was 33,113 feet.

One of Robert Louis Stevenson's earliest publications was a
SCientifiC paper contributed to the Proceedings of the Royal Society of
Rainburgh. It deals with the effects of forests on climate.

There are toads in India that eagerly swallow bits of red-hot
Charcoal /ith no apparent discomfort.

Gas is now sold in England by the "therm" instead of by the cubic
foot. A therm is a unit of heating value, equivalent to 100,000 British
thermal units. As the gas used in London has a heating value of about 550
B.T.U. por cubic foot, 1,000 cubic feet of this gas is equivalent to 5-i therms.

Prof. E. VT. Brown worked for 30 years on his "Tables of the Motion
of the :.:oon," published in 1920.

Lake Baikal, in Siberia, the deepest frosh-dwator lake in the world,
contains several species of fish not found anywhere else. Some of these
species are very ancient, and are supposed to be survivors of a geological
4ge when the region in which the lake is situated enjoyed a semitropical
climate. One of the strangest fishes of the lake called the goloynka, is
al7aost one mass of fat, and was for:_erly caught in im-ense numbers for the
Production of train oil, but is now scarce.

In the island of Palawan, one of the Philippines, a long subter-
ranean river has been explored by the Coast and Geodetic Survey. It is
ITWigable for a small boat for a distance of about 21 miles from its mouth.
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%FROST RESISTING FRUIT
TREE SCIERTIST'S GOAL

•

(By Science Service)
v- Washington, April . - The first steps in the development

of frost resistant fruit trees may have been taken when Dr. A. D. Hopkins
here noticed that whole branches of certain fruit trees were totally unij 

n-
ured by frost during the recent heavy killing frost while the leaves and

flowers of all other parts of the tree were killed.

These uninjured limbs have been marked with copper tags by Dr.Hopkins in order to see if in future springs when freezes occur the same
branches will show the same hardiness. If they do, as Dr. Hopkins believesthey Will, cuttings will be grown from the hardy branches of the Ginko,
liulberry and apple trees, and the development of the frost-resisting fruit
tree, which would be of groat value in fruit raising, will be partially
accomplished.

ClIY HALF EARTH'S
SuRrAcE EXPLOP.FeD

(By Science Service)
Washington, April .- There is a portion of the ee.rthfs sur-

fa.ce
a_b.out,

an area twice as large as the United States, that man knows nothing
according to Dr. G. W. Littlehales, oceanographer in the Hydrogra.phic
of the UAS. Navy, who has just talked to the American Geophysical

Union heret, Up in the North Pacific Ocean, there are many square miles of
°

cean bottom to which no mariner's or scientist's sounding line has ever
reached.

the"Even in our much traveled oceans there are immense patches of
Sea floor, larger in some cases than the island continent of Australia,

that are totally unexplored," declares Dr. Littlohales. "In fact, the shapeei over one-half of the earth's surface in not known."

Extensive sounding work is needed to tell and nap the configura-tions
of the ocean basins so that the geologist who is puzzling out the way

in ' Mich the earth is formed can have more definite data with which to work.,
ot 
 

only much more work must be done, but the sounding must be taken at
Closer intervals so that some of the slim mountain peaks that arise from thebed of the ocean will be discovered.

Just how
miss large importa
hales. He has fou
weight of the peak
can exist give the
ocean mountains.

close together these soundings nust be in order not to

nt submarine mountains has been figured out by Dr. Little-

nd that by taking account of the weight of water and the

itself, his computations of the size of the peaks that
same results as the actual measurements of the known under-

11700 RESEARCH COUNCIL
TO liEET IN RONE

(By Science Service)

th
Ta.shington, April .- One of the most remarkable results of

e war was the organization in each country under Government auspices of
t,ue institutions engaged in scientific research, and this has been followed

e'fr the international combination of these national research councils. The
ta.rst annual meeting of the Interhational Research Council will be held in
i',4Lle next year. The Executive Committee of the International Research Council

to meet at Paris on nay 3 to make the necessary preparations for the Rome
°Ingress. This Executive Committee consists of one representative from each

pr, the five countries, Paris, England, Belgium, Italy and the United States.
;11. e American representative on the Conielittee is Dr. Augustus Trowbridge,

•`'.1̀ "(pr of Phirsies, Princeton Univ3rsity, and Chairman of Division of Phys-

"al Sciences, National Research Council, Washington, D. C.
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CROSS - CO.C.TI1TI\TfAL TRIP
TO LEARN II:DIAN HISTORY

(By Science Service)
Washington, April .- To learn from the lips of an oldand dying bed-ridden Indian squaw, one of the two survivors of the liewkuktribe of Yosemite Valley, California, unrecorded details of early Indianlife, history and customs, Dr. C. Fart Merriam, anthropologist of thisCity, is about to speed acroso the continent.'

Laboring against tirac.), which is fast carrying away those old IndiansOf the Valley who arc the living connection between the modern American andthe thousands of red -Lien who roamed supre,-de in that region, Dr. Eerriara islearning and recording bits of tribal tradition that will piece out the fewfacts of Indian history in California.

Back in 1090, Dr. lierrian who is now devoting every minute of histime to completing his task, began to unearth the history, legends anddialects of the 300 different tribes of that region. Every year since thenhe has spent considerable time talking with the survivors of the tribes thattrill soon disappear from the face of the earth.

From the tine that the Spainard cane to Dr. Eerrian's first tripto than, the history of the Yosemite Indians has been one of oppression.Under the guise of religion, the Indians were brought into the power of thewhite man in the ::issions, and those tribes that resisted were conquered.For 75 years this oppression diminished the number of Indians. Accordingto the Mission records themselves, 30,000 Indians who lived in the lassionswore killed during this timo.

Then in the days of '49, the California gold rush came and therod mn did not fare much better. Those Indians who got in the way werekilled, Dr. Merriam who made friends with them in 1890 was one of the firrtWhite men to treat them as human beings.
•

Even now some of his rod friends of that day remember him, andis becauso they do that they are telling him of their life and histories.r. Merriam has been known to go 400 miles on horse back and foot to see anOld chieftain who is likely to carry tribal secrets to his grave.

DIE SEA AS THE CRADLE OF LIFE
14Y the Prince of Monaco

(Science Service Correspondance from,aris)
His Serene Highness, Albert I, Prince of 1.:onaco, who receives theAss iz golu. medal Iron the National Academy of Sciences at Washington onApril 25 for his researches in oceanography, explained the reason why he hadclevoted fifty ;Tears to a study of the sea in his latest public address inParis:

A daily contact with the innumerable throng of marine beings brinsthe oceanographer to profound reflections concerning thc origin of that dense• supple life which swarms in all the ocean levels whore so rany species• confined nt so many individuals commingle or scatter in the medium fromWhich they derive their means of existence. Ho feels that the power of life:the sea is greater than upon the land, for it prevails through all thet:lickness cf the waters from the surface to the depths while on the surface oftic earth it eccupies only a single plane. This is a little thing, a thin
.;o:.,:parad with the thousands of metres which constitute the habitable--"":s of th,1 ocean upon throc-fiZths of -the globe.
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The sea was the cradle of life upon our earth, for water bees=
lowered to a supportable teruourature long before the incandescent mineral
masses which constitute today the .Darth's crust. 1.7hat food could the first
germs disbursed about the wo -fld which we now people have found upon these
solidified minerals? But the water which kept in solution or suspension matter
in all its forms is the best medium whL,re organisms may grow and transform
themselves. In fact, the most ancient fossil organism known today is the
fresh water alga.

As for that which survived between the epoch when this extremely
sf-Lnple alga appeared, the only living thing upon our globe, and the later
LLL Cic; which saw the forms of life multiply, our mind has still to be limitedto conjecture. But certain connections of which a series of centuries in-
finitely long have allowed us the trace, and certain phenomena concerning
he development of the embryonic life of beings have opened in this field

views that are gradually confirmed. The cooling process of the glove permittedat the beginning and. in the most suitable elements the appearance of an or-
gantzed being. Later the progress of vital forces towards the apogee of their
Power gave birth to the branch of superior animals. In the midst of this
5eneral movement of nature, where may we find the origin of the form which
°ecarile ran and where can we follow it until it became truly human? Such a
Problem is too high for us to expect to solve with the means that we today
,ossess. And is it not already a great thing to have placed our species in
the first rank of the organized world? To have constituted through the effort
.o,f centuries a brain not only capable of carrying us through the struggles
'or life but of conceiving the thoughts which have made our civilization and
Which have enabled us to discover in the most distant past of our earth events
so insignificant as the birth of an alga?

Asa,



A SKETCH OF MADAM CURIE
BY

PAUL APPELL, PRESIDENT OF
ACADMY OF PARIS. 

(This graphic account of the early struggles
of the famous French woman has been secured by
Science Service from II. Appell, who is the Pres-
ident of the Academy of Paris, member of the In-
stitut3 and Professor of Mathematics at the Sor-
bonne.)

Madam Curie is, as is well known, of Polish birth, and enthusi-
astically attached to her native land. 6ho is profoundly gratified with
the result of the world war, which with the intervention of the United
States has, she feels, saved civilization and freed oppressed peoples.

It was in 1895 that Madam Curie was married. She was authorized
to work in collaboration with her husband in the School of physics and
chemistry where Madame Curio was the director of the work. Monsieur and
Vadame Curie had very limited Deans for their work, and indeed at that time
ono may say they had no suitable laboratory entirely at their disposal.
They could, as the requirements of the service permitted, utilize the school
laboratory where Pierre Curie directed experiments. But in this student
laboratory there was no spot which they could call their own. Later on they
oiptained permission to use a room on the ground floor of the school building
occupied as a store room and machine shop. It was in this place they began
their research work in radio-activity.

Monsieur and Madame Curie not being able to pursue their chemical
oXperiments in this place, arranged for these in a sort of abandoned ware-
house opposite their atelier. In this hanrar with its asphalt floor, its
broken and patched glass roof, hot in summer, heated by a oast iron stove
in winter, they performed their wonderful work. The equipment consisted of
somo old and worn deal tables upon which Madame Curie prepared the material
for the production of radium. She was laboratory chief assistant and handy 

at the same time. In addition to her intellectual labor it was frequent-
necessary for her to perform severe manual toil. On many an afternoon•

She stirred in a great cauldron, with a heavy iron rod the molten mass of
the radio-active products reaching home at evening exhausted with fatigue
but delighted to see that her labors had led to a luminous product of concen-
tration.

From the year 1900 Pierre Curie was assigned a course of lectures
in the Faculty of Science of Paris. In 1904 after the award of the Nobel
prize to Monsieur and Madame Curie for their discovery of radium, a chair
was created for him in the Faculty. In 1905 he was made a member of the
Institute. On April 19, 1906 ho was killed by being run over by a heavy
vehicle at the end of Rue Dauphine, Paris.

At the close of the year 1906 Madame Curie was appointed a pro-
fessor in the scientific department of the University of Paris. She con-
tinued her splendid work in a tiny laboratory-far too small-established in
Rue Cuvior. Later, upon the University acquiring the land between Saint-
Jacques and Ulm streets, a now street named for Pierre Curie was laid out
through the length of this property, and a laboratory specially designed
for the use of Madame Curie was started in Coordination with the Pasteur
Institute. The present arrangement is this: on one side is the special
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laboratory for Itiadame Curio's research work. On the other side is a wing
belonging to the Pasteur Irrtitute where researches are carried on in the
application of radium and its emanation in treatment of diseases, particu-
larly those of a cancerous nature. Between these two buildings is a small
structure containing the precious substance.

It is not necessary to recall here the magnificent work and the
notable discoveries made by Madame Curie in this laboratory. I will limit
raYself to a word respecting the great good done by Madame Curie in the mili-
tary hospitals at the front. To her was due the organization of a systematic
radio7raphic service. At first she wont about from hospital to hospital at
the front in an automobile containing a small but complete radiographic lab-
oratory, stopping at each point only the necessary time for treatment of the
most urgent cases. To obtain the current for running the dynamo she used the
motor of her automobile. In this way many huLan lives were saved.

At present iladame Curio is devoting herself entirely to her work:to her scientific researches, to teaching and to the organization of a radio-
therapeutic service that she is conducting in collaboration with Dr. Regault.of tho Pasteur Institute. This sertice,is, we trust, to be further develop-
°d, thanks to the generous endowment by Dr. Henri° de Rothschild.

Lot me take the liberty in closing of venturing the hope that the
United Status to which we are already so deeply indebted may become interested
in the development of the Radium Institute and come to the aid of its scien-
tific research which forms the basis of s cientific progress as well as its
practical application. Already the generosity of the United States is eviden-
ced by the splendid gift of a gram of radium to nadame Currie by a group of
American women, a gift which radamo Curie goes to the United States to re-
ceive in person.


